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Abstract: The likelihood of branch union failure often needs to be assessed in tree risk assessment.
Most of the guidance used in practice is based on the shape of these forks, specifically the shape (“U”
or “V”), the angle between the branches, the presence of lateral bulges, and the aspect ratio of the
branches. This study extends previous studies with a novel approach to the biomechanical analysis
of fork shape and contributes results from destructive tests on two important European tree species,
using comparatively large trees. Surprisingly, many samples deviated from the expected pattern of
constant or decreasing cross-sectional area from the trunk beyond the fork. The results show three
mechanisms that counteract the potential weakening at a bifurcation, two of which have not been
documented before: an increase in section modulus from the stem base to where the stems part, an
increase in section modulus caused by lateral bulging, and an increase in section modulus in the
branches caused by an adjusted shape. Neither the shape of the forks nor the amount of included
bark had a significant impact on their strength. Like several previous studies, the results of this study
caution against the use of simple rules to assess the likelihood of branch union failure. The increasing
availability of “digital twins” of urban trees may help us to use these results to assess the shape of
branch unions in a quantitative way.

Keywords: tree risk assessment; branch union; forks; biomechanics; breaking stress; constant stress;
Leonardo’s rule; pipe model theory

1. Introduction

Many urban trees require periodic inspection by arborists to ensure that there is no
unnecessarily high risk to people or property in the vicinity of the tree. For this risk
assessment, arborists need guidance that is scientifically validated.

Codominant stems are one feature that frequently causes concern. According to
research, codominant unions can be less stable than lateral branch unions. An influential
textbook [1] boldly states “with a high probability, a V-shaped crotch will break apart
without a suitable crown bracing system”, while [2] claim that V-shaped forks are an
“absolute misconstruction” when loaded with tension.

However, in analyzing several thousand trees assessed by tree risk assessors prior to
storms, three different studies in North America showed that trees with apparent “weak
forks” had actually failed significantly less often than expected [3,4] or that this “defect”
had no effect on failure frequency [5]. Additionally, in an evaluation of 3954 failed and non-
failed park trees after the 1987 storm in the United Kingdom [6], “weak forks”, including
those with decay, had no statistically significant effect on the probability of failure.

The ability to more accurately identify less stable branch unions would allow arborists
to reduce failures while avoiding unnecessary cabling, bracing, felling, or preventive
reduction pruning.

Two indicators of fork stability have been especially prominent in European arboricul-
ture: the shape of the branch union (“V” or “U”), and the presence of lateral bulges [7–10].
Depending on the publication, “V”-shaped forks are assumed to build up internal growth
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pressures, pushing the stems apart; to produce reaction wood that pushes the stems against
each other; or to grow in such a way that they lean so much inward that the stems press
against each other under their own weight. Prominent wood bulges at the sides of and in
the plane with the included bark (often referred to as “ears”) have been considered by some
authors to be more susceptible to failure than other morphological forms, while others
hypothesize that “V”-shaped forks without bulges are particularly susceptible to failure.
However, none of these speculations have ever been successfully scientifically tested.

A recent study on hazel forks showed that bulges do not indicate weak forks [11]. This
is in accordance with the advice given by the International Society of Arboriculture (ISA)
that “a bulge is caused by new tissue formed as a response to movement. The additional
wood that is formed reinforces the wood structure at the weak area” [12].

Other parameters that have been shown to affect the strength of branch unions are
the branch angle at the bifurcation, included bark, and the diameter ratio of the parent and
lateral branch (Table 1). Only in two species was evidence found that the breaking strength
of V-shaped forks was lower than that of U-shaped forks [13]. The same study is also the
only one that found an influence of the angle between the branches in a fork, yet only for
one of the species studied. Other indicators that have been proposed to aid the inspection
are growth depressions on the inner side of codominant stems, either in the form of a dent
in the stem or a groove along the inner side of the two stems [14].

Table 1. Results of fracture tests on forks [11,13,15–22].

Species Shape: U/V Diameter Ratio Bifurcation Angle Included Bark

Sycamore maple 1 - - - -

Red Maple * * - *

Silver Maple -

Norway maple -

European beech 1 - - - -

Hazelnut * - *

Pedunculate oak *

Sawtooth oak * * * *

Callery pear */- *
1 this study. * Adverse condition (V-shape, diameter ratio close to unity, tight bifurcation angle, or large amount of
included bark) significantly reduced strength, no effect found.

Most of these parameters are difficult to assess quantitatively in the short time available
per tree for regular risk assessments of larger tree populations. This is especially true since
critical branch unions in the crown must be inspected from the ground. Therefore, a better
understanding of the shape of bifurcations and the biomechanical consequences might help
tree risk assessors to better identify weak forks.

There are at least two constraints on the shape of the bifurcation and the changes
in cross-section along the bifurcation: Leonard da Vinci’s rule [23–25], also known as the
area-preserving rule [26], or as part of the pipe model theory [25,27] and the constant stress
hypothesis [28–30]. These theories have rarely been tested on urban tree branch unions.
Where they have been studied, stems are assumed to be elliptical, and analyses are based
on two perpendicular diameters per stem. This may oversimplify the complex shape of
stem bifurcations in urban trees.

The objectives of this study were to measure the geometric form of differently shaped
bifurcations, to analyze the differences in geometry and determine the biomechanical
consequences on the load-bearing capacity. More than 90 codominant stems were loaded
to failure. Data were collected to construct detailed 3D models of more than 120 trees and
analyzed using finite element analysis.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Destructive Pulling Tests

In a series of experiments in 2009, 2018, 2019, and 2021, forks of 94 mature trees were
loaded to fracture in closed managed forest stands close to Göttingen (81 Fagus sylvatica
L.) and Heidelberg (13 Acer pseudoplatanus L.) in Germany (Table 2). Trunk diameter
below the union ranged from 18 cm to 30 cm in Acer and 17 cm to 66 cm in Fagus. After
the test, the forks were classified into the following categories based on their shape and
the presence of included bark: (1) without included bark, (2) with included bark and
no lateral bulges, (3) with included bark and blunt lateral bulges, and (4) with included
bark, pointed lateral bulges, and sometimes hidden cracks. These cracks were not visible
before the destructive tests, but became apparent only after the experiments because of
discolored wood. Bifurcations were also classified according to their form, either as “U”-
or “V”-shaped. Classifications of the form and the shape of the bulges were carried out
subjectively by a team of arborists; included bark was measured as detailed below.

Table 2. Sample sizes (n) and range of basal diameters (min–max) of bifurcations in destructive
pulling tests.

Species Shape n Basal Diameter, cm

A. pseudoplatanus U 5 20.1–34.4

V 8 18.1–29.0

F. sylvatica U 22 18.1–44.9

V 58 16.6–52.5

Forks were pulled apart either directly in the tree or on the ground with TreeQinetic
pulling test equipment (Argus Electronic, Rostock, Germany). While the larger branch
was secured against a neighboring tree, the smaller branch was pulled with a winch. This
resulted either in a failure of the fork itself or, if it was particularly strong, in the fracture of
the stem directly above the fork. Therefore, as in other publications, the term failure refers
not only to a tearing apart of the fork, but also to the fracture of the stems above the fork.
Bending stress (σ) (MPa) was calculated as follows:

σ =
4F L sin(φ)

πa2b
, (1)

where F is the maximum force (kN), L is the distance (m) between the point of application
of the force and the branch attachment (measured parallel to the longitudinal axis of the
branch), φ is the angle between the branch axis and the rope that secured it, and a and b are
the inside-bark stem diameters (m) in the direction of force and perpendicular to it in one
plane at the level where the pith splits in two.

The influence of the shape, the diameter ratio of the stems, the angle of bifurcation,
the presence and form of bulges, and the extent of included bark on the stress at failure
was statistically analyzed with ANOVA for categorical factors, and correlation analysis
for continuous variables. The area of included bark and the total area of the split surface
above the partition of the pith were measured in scaled images with ImageJ 1.53 [31], and
included bark was quantified as the ratio of these quantities.

2.2. Morphological Analysis

About 120 scaled 3D models of forks of various species (mainly Fagus sylvatica L.,
Fraxinus excelsior L., Tilia cordata Mill., Acer pseudoplatanus L., and Acer campestre L.) growing
in and around Göttingen, Germany (Table 3), were created photogrammetrically using
the software Metashape 1.8 (Agisoft, St. Petersburg, Russia). Roughly half of the trees
were growing in peri-urban forests, while the other half were solitary trees growing in the
city. A total of 50 to 100 photos were taken with a Canon 70D camera and a Canon EFS
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10–22 mm lens (Canon, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UK). Trees were equipped with scale bars
with fiducial markers to allow the easy scaling of the models. The section moduli of stem
and branch cross-sections were estimated in several planes spaced 10 cm apart from below
to above the bifurcation. The analyzed section of the stem extended well below the swollen
part and any bulges of the bifurcation. The section moduli of cross-sections in the plane
of the bifurcation and perpendicular to it were estimated by finite element analysis. The
location of the measurement is given in multiples of the median stem diameter below the
bifurcation, with zero at the point of stem division. Above the bifurcation, the sum of the
section moduli of the branches was used. To represent the changes across the bifurcations,
which vary greatly in size, all section moduli were normalized by the median of the section
modulus of the stem below the bifurcation. Bifurcations were generally classified as “U”-
or “V”-shaped, but a small sample of clearly subordinate lateral branches was included for
comparison. The branch attachment angle was measured in the software CloudCompare
2.12.4 [32] (EDF, Paris, France). The branch aspect ratio was calculated from the medians of
branch cross-sectional area.

Table 3. Sample sizes and range of diameter (min–max) below the bifurcation. Diameters were
calculated from circles of equivalent area of the cross-section.

Species n Basal Diameter, cm

Fagus sylvatica 33 12.7–116.2

Acer pseudoplatanus 25 30.9–89.1

Fraxinus excelsior 21 4.9–96.7

Acer campestre 19 19.8–44.4

Tilia cordata 17 29.5–78.8

Prunus avium 6 31.8–63.9

Quercus robur 2 75.2–114.1

2.3. Statistical Analysis

Data were analyzed with R 4.2.3 [33]. Wherever possible, statistical analyses have
been included in the figures.

3. Results
3.1. Breaking Stress

For both beech (Fagus sylvatica) and sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus), Yuen’s t-test
revealed that “V”- and “U”-shaped forks did not differ significantly in breaking stress
(Figure 1a). Of the groups based on the presence of included bark and the presence and
shape of lateral bulges, only one group was found to have significantly reduced breaking
stress. These were forks with included bark, cracks, and “pointed” lateral bulges that
occurred in the beech samples (Figure 1b). The amount of included bark did not correlate
significantly with stress at failure in either species (Figure 1c).
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Figure 1. Results of destructive tests. Each panel gives the test statistic (t/F), level of significance
(p), effect size (δ, ξ, r), confidence interval of effect size (CI), and sample size (n). (a) Stress at failure
did not differ between “U”- and “V”-shaped bifurcations. (b) Only forks with hidden cracks had a
significantly reduced stress at failure. (c) In both species, an increasing proportion of included bark
(IB) did not significantly reduce stress at failure. Four forks broke in such a way that IB could not
be measured accurately. Red dots: trimmed mean. Blue lines: Linear regression. Gray band: 95%
confidence interval. The colors of data points indicate categories as given on the abscissa.

3.2. Morphological Analyses
3.2.1. Leonardo’s Rule

The sum of the cross-sectional areas of branches equaled the area of the stem in
bifurcations classified as side branches, but was significantly lower in all other types. In
both V- and U-shaped forks, the sum of the cross-sections of the branches was 16% ± 1.7%
lower than that of the stem below where it was unaffected by bulging. This ratio of cross-
sections did not change significantly with changing co-dominance, which was defined
using the branch aspect ratio, nor with branch attachment angle.

3.2.2. Section Modulus and Bending Stress

The shapes of the stems were often so complex that they could not be approximated
using simple circles or ellipses. Finite element method (FEM) analyses show that these
shapes may be mechanical optimizations. For example, the maximum stresses in the
marginal fibers that could lead to primary failure under bending load are similar to those of
a full circle for cross-sections of the same area when a distinct groove is formed. However,
they are increased by more than 50% for a nearly semicircular cross-section (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Bending stress in three cross-sections of the same area. (a): circle, (b): half circle, (c): actual
branch cross-section of an Acer campestre. Maximum stress in the real cross-section (2.9–3.3 N/mm2)
is lower than in the half circle (3.3–4.5 N/mm2) and comparable to a circle (3.1 N/mm2).

The sum of the relative section moduli above codominant bifurcations was on average
half as high as the section modulus of the stem below, regardless of the type of junction
(Figure 3). In subordinate branches, this ratio reached a mean value of 0.71 and was
significantly different (p < 0.05) from the U- and V-shaped unions.
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of the stem below. S: subordinate branch, U and V: form of codominant bifurcation. There were
no significant differences between U- and V-shaped bifurcations. Top: test statistic (F), level of
significance (p), effect size (ξ), confidence interval of effect size (CI), and sample size (n). The colors
of data points indicate categories as given on the abscissa.

The relative section modulus decreased with the branch aspect ratio and increased
with the branch attachment angle (Figures 4 and 5).
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Figure 5. The relative section modulus significantly increased with the branch attachment angle,
i.e., the angle formed by the two branches. Top: test statistic (t), level of significance (p), effect size
(coefficient of correlation r), confidence interval of effect size (CI), and sample size (n). Blue line:
Linear regression. Gray band: 95% confidence interval.
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Regardless of the form of the bifurcation and the tree species, the section modulus of
the stem tended to increase towards the junction for most of the trees (Figure 6).
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Thus, two different patterns emerged in relation to the change in section moduli from
the trunk below the bifurcation through the bifurcation point to the trunks above. While in
one very small group of trees (13 percent of the sample), the section moduli or their sum
decreased steadily from the bottom to the top, in the other group there was a pronounced
maximum in the region of the bifurcation (Figure 7). For some bifurcations, there was a
significant decrease in the section modulus above the bifurcation (Figure 7). There was
no fundamental difference between U and V forks and no significant effect of branch
attachment angles.
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Figure 7. Contrasting pattern of change in section modulus in F. sylvatica (top) and F. excelsior (bottom)
in the stem and branches (a). Green: trunk, red: branches. (b): 3D models, (c): finite element
analysis of two cross-sections of the beech. Note the effect of lateral bulges on section modulus in the
bifurcation of the beech: maximum bending stress is 13 percent lower in the bulging section of the
stem with a V-shaped bifurcation. Blue line: Linear regression. Gray band: 95% confidence interval.

4. Discussion

The likelihood of fork failure must frequently be assessed during tree inspection. Most
of the guidance used in practice is based on the shape of these forks, especially on the form
(“U” or “V”), the angle between branches, the presence of lateral bulges, and the branch
aspect ratio. However, observational studies indicate that the practical predictive ability of
these traits is limited at best [3–6].

Two of the major constraints that govern stem growth are mechanical stability [28–30] and
hydraulic architecture [23–25]. The uniform stress hypothesis assumes a growth pattern where
stem diameters decrease towards the crown in proportion to the linearly decreasing bending
moment [28] and a tapering mode of α = 1/3 [34]. On the other hand, if a stem divides into
two branches, the total conductive cross-sectional area of the two branches should correspond
to the conductive cross-sectional area of the stem below the fork (assuming constant hydraulic
conductivity) in order to ensure the conduction of water into the crown. This is known as
Leonardo’s rule [23]. Since the conductive sapwood area is rarely measured in such studies,
the total cross-sectional area is taken as a simplification [35–39]:

d∆ =
N

∑
{i=1}

d∆
i , (2)

where the Leonardo exponent is ∆ = 2 [37] and d and di are the diameters of the stem and
the N daughter branches, respectively.

However, by keeping the cross-sectional area constant across the fork, the load-bearing
capacity of the branches will decrease more than the load they must carry: the circular
cross-section of a stem with half the area above the fork (but not half the load) has only
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about one-third of the load-bearing capacity of the stem, and a semi-circular cross-section
due to the confined conditions in V-shaped forks has only less than one-fourth (Figure 2).
Thus, bifurcations, when following Leonardo’s rule without further adaptation, may be an
inherently weak part of the tree, regardless of their shape.

Trees can, however, adapt to strain in the plants’ tissue by thigmomorphogenesis [40–42].
This has been shown in bifurcations of hazel [43]. The central thesis of this study is that these
biomechanical adaptations can be detected and analyzed in high-resolution 3D models of
real forks. Since the availability of “digital twins” of urban trees is continuously increasing,
indicators of the likelihood of failure derived from such models could aid in tree risk assessment
and make the process more transparent and objective.

This study extends previous studies with a novel approach to the biomechanical
analysis of the shape of forks and contributes the results of destructive tests on beech
(Fagus sylvatica) and sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus), two important European tree species,
using comparatively large trees.

Surprisingly, many samples deviated from the expected pattern of constant or decreas-
ing cross-sectional area from the stem beyond the bifurcation. Instead, area and section
modulus increased acropetally (Figure 7), indicating a mechanical adaptation of the basal
part of the union. In fact, Figures 2 and 7 exemplify three mechanisms to counteract the
potential weakening in a bifurcation, two of which have not been documented before:

1. Increasing section modulus from the stem base up to where the stems part;
2. An increase in the section modulus caused by lateral bulges;
3. An increase in the section modulus of the branches caused by an optimized shape.

The increase in section modulus by lateral bulges is consistent with results shown for
hazel [11]. The formation of grooves, sometimes misleadingly referred to as growth depres-
sion [14], could significantly improve the situation of the branches from a biomechanical
perspective (Figure 2).

So far, for tree risk assessors, the shape of a union is the only indicator of its risk of
failure. A number of indicators have been proposed and tested in destructive tests in recent
years (Table 1).

This study found no effect of shape (“U” or “V”) on strength in F. sylvatica and
A. pseudoplatanus, unlike a previous study [13], where it had a considerable influence on
strength in two of the three species studied. This could be explained by the growth of
bulges that often form in V-shaped junctions and have recently been shown to contribute
to load-bearing capacity [11] and an increasing section modulus. For technical reasons, the
measurement of 3D models of the destructively measured bifurcation failed.

One measure used to describe the codominance of stems is their diameter ratio. In
most studies, load-bearing capacity decreased when this ratio approached one [13,16,22,44].
There might be a threshold value of around 0.7–0.8 [22], beyond which load-bearing
capacity decreases. The present study found no significant effect of branch aspect ratio in F.
sylvatica and A. pseudoplatanus, maybe because the spread in the data was rather low (the
branch aspect ratio of the samples ranged from 0.7 to 1).

Although many practitioners suggest that branch attachment angle is a predictor of
junction stability, in this study, as in many previous studies [13,15–17,22], the angle between
two stems had no effect on load-bearing capacity. Its determination during tree assessment
would also not be practically feasible.

Included bark, although hard to quantify during tree risk assessment, is another
indicator of strength that is often mentioned. This study could confirm a significant effect
in one of the species studied. In A. pseudoplatanus, the spread of values might have been too
low for significant results. Included bark in itself cannot reduce the strength of a union. The
slight reduction in strength due to included bark found in some (but not all) studies could,
on the one hand, be an artifact of the mechanical evaluation of fracture tests if the included
bark was not taken into account in the choice of the reference plane for the mechanical
calculations. It is also possible that the included bark merely acts as an obstacle to the
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optimal shaping of the stems. This is indicated by the analysis of the section modulus in
the 3D models. Included bark would then be another consequence of the confined space in
the fork, such as the semicircular, biomechanically unfavorable shape of the cross-sections
in the fork, although in some tree species, included bark is also common in U-shaped
forks [13].

The decrease in cross-sectional area, while not consistent with Leonardo’s rule, was similar
to results from previous studies of the forks of coniferous and broadleaved species [17,36].

5. Conclusions

Like several previous studies, the results of this study caution against using simple
rules to assess the likelihood of branch union failure. There are several mechanisms that
trees use to compensate for increased bending stress. With new technologies [45–50], these
may become quantifiable to help assess tree risk. Arborists may already include lateral
bulges, a girth increasing upwards to the fork, and reinforcing ribs at the branches above
the fork in their assessment. V-shaped forks without these traits might be at a higher risk of
failure. Further studies could test the effect of distally increasing section moduli in branch
unions and the optimized shape of branch cross-sections.
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